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Abstract

Background: The solidarity of East Asia, or its possible integration, and even the
establishment of a union in the future, could not place hope on just spontaneous
generation and development of the situation, but should rely on the self-
consciousness and autonomous efforts of the people and politicians in East Asian
countries. EU and other various organizations within the East Asia region, not only
provide rich experience, but also offer a variety of possible ways and means for the
solidarity of the East Asian countries.

Methods: Under the principles of human rights and rule of law, as well as on the
basis of equality and consultation, the significance of East Asian integration consists
in facing the history, historical ties and cultural heritage fully and independently, in
addition to the assumption of the present and future needs, as well as the
responsibilities and obligations which have to be taken in joint effort.

Results and discussion: East Asian Community, if it is possible, would become one of
the main civilization circles of the world, and constitute the core of the modern world
system together with the EU, the US and possibly other systems or communities of
countries, meanwhile forming a civilization region with special characteristics of culture.
Therefore, it bears responsibility for creative development of multi-civilization for human.

Conclusions: Viewing from the cooperation, transition and prospects of East Asia, the
political and ideological differences between the East Asian countries and obstacles
caused by them are easy to have change, while the social behaviors and ideational
structures infiltrating in people’s daily lifestyles and attitudes plays a decisive role.
Therefore under the premise of reaching the consensus to the maximum extent,
maintaining the particularity of societies and cultures of different countries is the key
point for future development of East Asia.
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When probing into the relationship of East Asia, we definitely need to take the EU as

the template for comparison and contrast, and we also need to understand the inner

relationship and significance of the EU from the relationship between the East Asian

countries; nevertheless, the point to emphasize here is that such relationship, above all,

is the general relationship of human beings. When studied from different disciplines

and the different perspectives of specific disciplines, human relationships would

present different significances and generate different themes; however, the general
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relationship of human beings is always a basic premise and fundamental background

regardless of disciplines or perspectives. This is the precondition that why the relation-

ship between the East Asian countries could be compared with that of the EU, and that

the experience of the EU could be used for reference for the relationship between the

East Asian countries. In addition to various common natures of human beings, the said

precondition naturally contains the common positive values of modern humans, such

as human rights, democracy and rule of law, as well as interests, benefits and other rea-

sonable tendency of human beings. It also involves in the general means for dealing

with international relations, such as negotiation, consultation, wrestling, competition,

international law, and even regulation, sanction, threat of force, intervention, and war.

Hence, this general human relationship combines with the specific history, reality, so-

cial structure, ideational structure and even lifestyle of East Asia, which contributes to

the peculiarity of the relationship between the East Asian countries. The said peculiar-

ity can be studied in the following three aspects.

Firstly, as for the common values of human beings, different countries have different

ways of understanding, different implementation forms and different time durations for

implementation, which lead to the special realization form of the common values.

Superficially, the basic values between the East Asian countries and their basic political

systems are quite different, but their coexistence and cooperation are unavoidable. This

results in the reality of today’s East Asia. Because of this, many East Asian people con-

sider the general human relationship as the specific and particular relationship between

different countries, races and political systems. Such an insight tends to make people

have a one-sided view and get into the trouble of reality, so that they can’t catch sight

of the multiple possibilities of development, especially the positive possibilities. In fact,

most people of the East Asian countries increasingly tend to be common with regard

to the understanding and acceptance of the basic values and concepts of human beings

(this is obviously a trend that can be verified except North Korea). Therefore, the key to

understand the particularity rests with in which perspective and level to investigate the

basic concepts? Official ideology and mainstream values of the public coexist as two differ-

ent concepts. Although they might be compatible with each other, they always differ from

each other. Indeed, the basic values differ in different countries due to this limitation.

Secondly, the history of East Asia, particularly its modern history of colonization and

aggression, results in significant change of social development direction, setback of

modernization, complex realistic situation, and indelible historical memory in the East

Asian countries, forming multiple practical obstacles in respects of politics, ideology,

nation, economy, society and even taste. It deters people from mastering and realizing

common benefits by understanding, reaching and implementing common values. Be-

cause of these special relations, reality and history are memorized in the intellect of

common people (or in the common sense of people), which seems closer to people’s

daily concern and superficial emotion towards benefits, hence it is more likely to be

manipulated by politicians and certain interest groups for their realistic political bene-

fits and other purposes.

Thirdly, people’s value consensus is always reached by various different ways and means,

while the common values are implemented via different systems and measures. Mean-

while, the particularity of the ways and means, however, is not express in advance; it is re-

alized through people’s practical social, economic, and political activities, as well as
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through the competition and contest between various political and social forces, featuring

unpredictability due to its development in different directions under the influence of pol-

itical forces and external situations. While in modern society, implementation of such

values is not merely the work of one certain country or people—abstractly, it is the com-

mon cause of mankind; to be specific, implementation of the values rests upon inter-

national cooperation.

Without a doubt, particularity in the above three aspects suggests us with the com-

plexity of the actual relationship. It is just this kind of complexity and probability that

requires us to analyze various relations in a prudent manner, and to find out the main-

stream or decisive factors and the conditions and spaces for them to come into play.

This kind of results will undoubtedly help people make reasonable decisions and take

corresponding measures in their practical political judgment.
Commonality and difference

“East Asia” belongs to a contemporary concept. The “East Asia” mentioned herein

mainly refers to China, Japan, Korea, North Korea and Mongolia. Some scholars

also call this region “Northeast Asia”. However, in modern idiomatic usage, “Northeast

Asia” also contains part area of Russia distributed in Asia, yet the discussion herein does

not contain this area. Moreover, “East Asia” mainly refers to China, Japan, Korea and 11

Southeast Asian countries1 in some research literatures, but the regional boundary of the

“East Asia” in this usage is fuzzy. However, the concept of the “East Asia” in this paper

both specifies the specific region and narrates it as well. It is closely related due to the pro-

found and long history—although its current situation makes many people of today delib-

erately evade its actual relationship in the history.

As a neutral geographic concept, “East Asia”, superficially, indicates some certain

commonality. Nevertheless, when we probe into the specific circumstances of dif-

ferent countries in this region, or further get to know the situations of different

people in this region, we will find that the commonality in this concept is far

greater than the difference therein. As a matter of fact, people in China, Japan

Korea and other countries seldom use “East Asia” in their daily life to refer to the

area they live, let alone to use it to refer to their own races and other races.

Some survey data show that the favorable impression between the East Asian coun-

tries is much inferior to that of the people of the European and North American coun-

tries towards the people of the East Asian countries. For example, Japanese hate

Chinese in a degree much higher than American and British hate Chinese.2 In this

way, “East Asia” turns out to be a pure geographic position. Moreover, Japan’s

modernization aims at “departure from Asia for Europe” (Japan belongs to the West ra-

ther than the East even if in the world politics map today), hence when we talk about

the future of East Asia with a view to its commonality, we have to face the negative as-

pect and meaning of this concept and thus get embarrassed.

However, to smoothen discussion and clarify the problem, facing up to this awkward-

ness and dilemma is an inevitable step which comes first. It is also necessary to under-

stand the complexity of the problem. One task of this paper is to discover commonality

factors from the vast difference of reality and even from the hostility between the
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people of different countries. The future of East Asia will, in a positive direction, be

based on this realistic and possible commonality.

The existing categories and fields in modern academics provide us with many ready-

made pointcuts and approaches for analyzing the commonality. For instance, time div-

ision of past, now and future from the perspective of history; the fields like politics,

economy, society, nation, language, and custom; region, cultural transmission, historical

grievances and other relations. We may have many contradictory conclusions upon in-

vestigation respectively on these fields. According to the current situation, the close ties

and exchanges between the East Asian countries and people, especially high-level eco-

nomic dependence and frequent personnel exchanges, still run in a contrary direction

with the ratio of likes and dislikes obtained from several investigations. How to explain

this contradictory phenomenon? Different viewpoints, methods, visions and attitudes

will come up with different conclusions.

Although some part of the inherited common cultures of East Asia still retains today,

such as Confucianism, Buddhism, Chinese character, traditional festival system, and

daily lifestyle, the situations differ in different countries. In Japan, Chinese character is

still a practical tool (yet is increasingly weakened), while it has become a historical

memory or a tool for tracing historical memories in Korea and Vietnam. However, we

need to carefully investigate and study whether these civilization factors exist in reality

or history, or only exist in historical memories. A number of countries take Confucian-

ism as the basic concept, believe in Marxism-Leninism, or almost become Christian

countries, so that they all commit themselves to the ideology of the West.

As for the commonality ever existed in history or even that in respect of basic con-

cepts and systems, when they are exerted in people’s specific social behaviors and social

and political systems, they will turn up with ever-changing differences, still less differ-

ent countries and races originally had their own concepts, religious believes, and cus-

toms, which will localize the transplanted thoughts even if accepted as basic concepts.

When people seek cooperation, common interests and peace nowadays, the past or

inherited commonality will play an active role and even play a dominant role in a par-

ticular way; but when people are entangled in conflicts and rivalries, the difference be-

tween different countries or races will play a dominant way. Furthermore, when two or

several countries or races enjoy the “honeymoon” of cooperation or show kindness to

each other for various reasons, the commonality will be amplified; when they are other-

wise entangled in conflicts and rivalries, the difference will be amplified. The relation-

ship between countries is similar to that between people, so that is should be well and

truly understood from the perspective of human nature. In doing so is helpful for us to

comprehend the changes of commonality and difference, in a way to understand the

realistic relationship between the East Asian countries or people.

One particularly important condition should be considered when discussing the com-

monality and difference of the East Asian countries: in the modernization of the world

today, the relationship between the East Asian countries or people is under the great

influence of the West—the relationship between western countries to be exact; it is also

restricted by the world system. As Japan and Korea share common political values with

North America and European countries, the people of these two countries maintain a

closer affinity with western people. With the enhancement and predominance of the in-

dependent and autonomous consciousness, the East Asian countries or people lay
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stress on their own autonomy and self-esteem, and therefore, think about their differ-

ence with the western countries and people, so that their uniqueness, independence,

and autonomy will become prominent problems; but when they face the everlasting

complex conflicts, especially ideological conflicts and continually pestering historical

grievances, some of them would rather seek greater commonality from the western

countries and people, while their sense of identity will easily jump out of the East Asia

region and seek another definition for their own autonomy. Therefore, the East Asian

countries and people are respectively affiliated to different political and geographic lo-

cations in respect of this point; or from another perspective, they have the possibility

and condition to choose the sense of identity of other regions in the world today.

Market economy and free trade, however, recover the natural ties between the East

Asian countries or people to a large extent. The economic ties between the East Asian

countries become more and more close, which make their sense of identity in politics

and ideology become more and more close and make their historical grievances fade

away. The close economic ties, in particular, bring in frequent personnel exchanges,

thus forming a new type of mutual influence—the leavening influence of culture, espe-

cially lifestyle (e.g., “Japanese wave”, “Korean wave”), and even religion. This seems a

repetition of some formation process of historical commonality, yet in an opposite dir-

ection and directly by an open and folk way. People usually neglect this mutual influ-

ence and even the melting within a certain range (for instance, the ever-increasing

transnational marriage of people, especially between Chinese and Japanese and Korean),

while focus on the conflict events, just like the fixed tendency of modern media and

the results caused thereby; but rational thinking and effective theoretical research can-

not neglect this tendency and phenomenon, instead, have to show much concern.

The aforesaid commonality and difference do exist and behave in a much more defin-

ite and vivid way than in theory, no matter in terms of conflict or melting. Superficially,

what people see are always the contradictory phenomena, such as the increasing deteri-

orated feeling antithesis and the increasing ever-increasing transnational marriage be-

tween Chinese and Japanese as well as the increasing number of Chinese students

studying in Japan. When we discuss the future of East Asia, the crucial standpoint con-

sists in how to face, analyze and study the causality of various empirical phenomena

and the mainstreams in all trends. Another interesting point to take note of concerns

insights and methods: on the one hand, people’s emotions, usually the most specific

and realistic expression of various differences, can amplify various difference and dir-

ectly result in large-scale conflicts and hostilities; on the other hand, people’s practical

considerations and behaviors, precisely, form the most important and realistic power

surpassing these differences. Economic behavior or personnel exchange and even immi-

gration intensely break through the limitation of these differences, forming some new

commonality through establishing some new ties which are small but complete.
History and historical memories

Regardless of theoretical explanation, people’s actual behaviors or even deliberate publi-

city, historical events and people’s historical memories, as a basic yet underlying back-

ground, always act as an important and active factor poised for action in the

relationship between the East Asian countries or people today. These historical events
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and memories won’t automatically come into play, but they are prone to be motivated

by the realistic conflicts between different East Asian countries and people. In the

meantime, politicians and certain interest groups often manipulate these historical

events and memories for their own benefits and purposes. Comparing with close eco-

nomic dependence and personnel exchanges, and even the influence of leavening, daily

and specific lifestyles, some factors of the historical events and memories like invasion,

colonization and slaughter, with their concise expressions and concepts, directly resort

to people’s emotions, thus being the factors more easily to be launched and manipu-

lated to bring up rivalries and enlarge differences.

The modernization of Japan after Meiji Restoration motivates its originally latent

arrogant concepts and desires, such as self-centered, impulse of expansion, and upstart

mentality and imposing manner caused by its rapid rise and despising other East Asian

countries and people. Exposed to the education, demonstration, encouragement and

cooperation of Western imperialism and racialism behaviors and theories, Japan

invaded and colonized the whole East Asia and then the whole Asia. The leadership

and elites of Japan, of course, made up many reasons for such invasion and

colonization, including the grandiose excuses of Asian Independence and East Asian

Association Campaign. The self-deception of such excuses was self-evident in front of

the direct occupation, slaughter and looting; moreover, there were the disregarded

desires, plans and goals for conquering China and Asia that were then expressed in

public by the Japanese elites. Japan’s invasion caused overwhelming disastrous conse-

quences to East Asia and even the whole Asia. It interrupted the ongoing

modernization process of East Asia, especially that of China, including the process

moving towards constitutionalism. It further interrupted the modernization process of

other Asian countries. Thus, Japan destroyed the generally formed international order

and balance of power of East Asia, resulting in more in-depth intervention, interference

and colonization of Western imperialism towards East Asia and the whole Asia, and in

particular, helping the Soviet Union in expanding its sphere of influence in East Asia

and the whole Asia and inducing a lot of disastrous events. Generally speaking, Japan

basically played a passive role for the modernization transformation and constitutional-

ism of the whole East Asia region from the end of the 19th century to the first half of

the 20th century. Even to this day, Japan’s elites (including intellectuals) still lack of

deep introspection; in fact, even the people of the victim countries still lack of full

recognition and understanding, only treating the passive influence as the acts of aggres-

sion, including slaughter, humiliation, looting and destruction. After joining the US-led

Western camp, Japan (including its elites and common people) discarded the external

pressure and reason for introspecting and self-criticizing Japan’s crime in the past.

Furthermore, Japan’s democratization and Chinese government’s waiver of holding

Japan to account over the war (including occupation and compensation) made Japanese

government and people exempt from or at least weaken their moral obligations for the

aggression and brutal war.

Confined to their own realistic benefits, camp belonging, ideology and field of vision

(such as the implementation of Soviet systems in China), other Asian countries also

lack of comprehensive and in-depth research and thinking. China, the biggest victim, in

particular, retrospects the least. Many Chinese people only treat the grievances and

resentment at emotional level and Chinese elites still lack of a macroscopic point of
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view. Moreover, Chinese academia still lacks of comprehensive, overall and in-depth

analysis and research. All these make the Chinese society fail to cognize and compre-

hend, in a comprehensive, objective and reasonable way, the causality, historical conse-

quence and far-reaching influence of the important events in the modern history, let

alone to find out the reasonable and correct way out of the historical memory and

severe consequence; naturally, Chinese people area hard to get the just cause to snap

back from the negative emotions caused by the double historical effect.

Complex situations in politics, societies and emotions are formed on the basis of the

historical events and memories between the East Asian countries due to many reasons.

Here are some undoubtedly important reasons: 1) realistic political systems of the west-

ern countries after the Second World War; 2) ideological conflicts and the opposition

of the two camps centered on the “Cold War”; 3) lack of autonomy and relative back-

wardness of the East Asian countries and region. These factors seriously hinder the

countries in East Asia and Asia from establishing and expanding their consensus and

trust through mutual cooperation, including the consensus and trust for fact finding

and nature judgment over the historical events.

Even till today, Japan’s democratization and it’s entry of the US-led Western camp

cannot exempt it from its war crime in the history and corresponding moral and legal

responsibilities, in addition to its destruction in the past; similarly, Germany’s postwar

democratization cannot exempt Nazi from its crime and war responsibilities, so do its

destruction for Europe in the past even if it keeps making contributions for Europe

today. Many people still cannot make it clear for this point. In the western world, many

people prefer judging historical events from the current affinity, which is one of the im-

portant reasons that cause misunderstanding of history.

Another point closely related to this one is that, for many victim countries and

people in the history, the historical crimes and responsibilities of Japan cannot be elimi-

nated by its liberalization and democratization. It cannot be judged that no change to

Japan is caused by liberalization and democratization. Moreover, it cannot be concluded

that the systems and values of liberalization and democratization should be rejected.
Mentality

Modern international relations focus on economics, politics and laws, while people’s

mentality3 in each country usually influences political and economic decisions in a

subtle way, and directly unleashes enormous force at a crucial time, giving rise to the

social consequences that usually last for a long time due to instant unleashing. People’s

mentality, to be exact, the mentality centering on the relationship between countries,

maintains stable in a long time though it may considerably fluctuate in a short time;

however, short-term fluctuation makes people’s attitudes tend to be biased; it also can

cause decision-makers to make error judgment along with emotional, short-sighted and

wrong decisions, hence resulting in irreversible consequences and changing the rela-

tionship between countries under great influence. If this situation sustains, the origin-

ally temporary mentality will gradually become enduring. Indeed, this situation tends to

exist between the countries lacking of political consensus and common basic concepts,

yet in or between the countries and communities with remarkable degree of consensus

in values, different people or races in the communities would have mentality
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fluctuations due to interest conflicts—even superficial interest conflicts, differences in

language, culture and habit, as well as historical factors—even variation of historical

memories, thus leading to separatism or other demands and actions, such as the time-

honored independence movement of Quebec, and the rising Scottish separatist move-

ment—whereas the majority people in today’s Scotland might have little to do with the

Scottish people in the history.

Based on the achievements in economy, society and politics, Japan, Korea and China’s

Taiwan and Hong Kong areas have taken the lead in setting up self-confidence for the

races, societies and individuals of the East Asian people, and have established the basic

principles for modern market economy and society of rule of law, setting an example

for other East Asian countries and regions. This phenomenon is of enormous psycho-

social impact and significance for East Asia and the whole Asia. Nevertheless, this kind

of psychosocial significance is multidimensional rather than one-dimensional and

rather different effects can be produced in different relations.

In 1924, a speech themed The Great Asianism by Sun Yat-sen in Kobe of Japan

pointed out that Japan’s rise, abrogation of unequal treaties and victory over Russia had

ever aroused the hope of Asian people, that is, to seek for independence by learning

from Japan. However, what Japan did to East Asia and the Asian countries made Sun

Yat-sen have to directly warn to Japan: “You Japanese nation not only get the despotic

culture of Europe and America, but also retain the nature of the kingly culture of Asia.

Regarding the future of world culture from now on, will you act as the despotic lackey

of the West or the kingly rampart of the East?4” This warning is of generality. It is a

warning for all countries, which contains positive and negative meanings—warning the

despotic Japan, as well as China and other countries which might be exposed to despot-

ism. Japan has effectively followed the double standard then prevalent in the western

countries: adopting different standards for its own people and other countries, espe-

cially for underdeveloped and weak and small countries. This complex mentality, which

existed at the turn of the 19th to the 20th century in East Asia, is a key to understand

the relationship between the East Asian countries. Similarly, it is helpful for people to

understand the complexity of the mentality of today’s East Asian people.

This mentality, of course, is the compound of history, historical memories and realis-

tic conditions. Nowadays in East Asia, people with sound mind have diffident attitudes

and judgments for different relations. It is very hard for them to have a general attitude

for all things. Supposing the East Asian countries have a better understanding of their

mutual relationship, their mentality would become more complex. Such a complexity,

actually, also plagues social elites. As for academic research, this may be a treasure—the

more complex phenomenon, the more value of research; as for the decisions of behav-

iors and politics, it is no doubt a great difficulty. Comparing with today, only few talent

people in the time when Sun Yat-sen addressed his famous speech had such a complex

mentality and corresponding complex thinking from common people to elites.

East Asian people pose quite different attitudes towards their past common culture.

The conditions are different yet interlaced with each other. For instance, Japanese

government abolished all calendar and holiday systems (once retained through conten-

tion by the people in remote rural areas for several decades) obtained from China,

while retained some Chinese characters and lifestyles, including but not limited to

dietary and dressing modes which tend to decline today. Korea and North Korea
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abolished Chinese characters in the 1950s and 1960s, yet retained the major holiday

systems from China; however, the public of Korea tend to treat them valuable till today

as the things of their own nation, isolating the original ties with China. Nevertheless,

the traditional culture has suffered from the most serious destruction in China. In most

cities above county level of China, we can hardly see traditional buildings and streets;

according to the administrative division of China, traditional urban layout and build-

ings in the cities above city or district level, apart from few cities like Beijing with small

number of residuals, nearly have totally vanished. Nowadays, traditional holiday

systems are recovering in a reluctant way, but the significance is in no way different

from putting new wine into old bottles. Here, we are curious about that, now that

the relationship of all the countries and people go far gradually with the traditions, how

the traditions, historical events and historical memories play their roles with regard to

the mentality of the people today? What of the history are mostly concerned by the

people according to the relationship between the East Asian countries and people?

What events in the history can be capable of touching the motions of the people?

These two questions look alike, but in fact, they are quite different from each other.

The first question is more important when we get to know the mentality of people and

the relationship between the East Asian countries, because it suggests us that the effect

of all the historical issues between countries or people ultimately depends on the

relationship of reality. The saying of B. Croce (1866-1952) “all history is contemporary

history”, if used here, is quite appropriate.5

At this point, I just can roughly outline the mentality of the people of some East

Asian countries, which would likely be controversial.

One point that people should have an in-depth understanding is that the mentality of

contemporary Chinese people is the most complex one by comparison with that of all

the East Asian countries and even all the countries in the world. The condition is simi-

lar in terms of how they treat history. The said mentality generally has two characteris-

tics: 1) the ambivalence about the pride and depression of history and tradition culture,

which makes the people have different opinions, though recently, more and more

people hold positive attitudes towards history and tradition; 2) the humiliation, self-

abasement and disobedience about modern history. Although the mentality of the

Chinese people today is quite complex and different, it always tends to be reasonable

and rational in general, which is the basic driving force for Chinese society to keep

improving and also the social basis for China to make achievements. The development

of modern network technologies such as WeChat makes Chinese people have a greater

micro space, where their mentality could be presented in a relatively realistic way and

we can catch sight of their realistic differences and conflicts.

Japanese people also hold a complex mentality towards history. Different points of

view can be expressed in public in a modern liberal democratic society, which does not

mean all the opinions can be expressed. However, the mentality of most Japanese

people, since Meiji Restoration, has been featured with the superiority formed by

Japan’s achievements compared with that of the East Asian countries and the corre-

sponding discrimination against the other countries—yet, in the democratic society, it

is hardly expressed in public exaggeratively, but it can be reflected in communication

behaviors rather than expressed in public places. For example, it can be expressed in

social surveys and statistics. Avoiding historical records is a human nature that can be
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forgiven, for no people toss around frequently its crimes and faults, and so it is the

public mentality of a nation. People may sympathetically understand that most Japanese

people don’t want to face up to what their predecessors did in China and other East

Asian countries, and that they treat them as intolerable history which insults their

current conscience and morality. Nevertheless, Japan’s invasion of China is barbarous.

Referring to its plans and actions of interference, aggression and partition to China

since modern times, as well as the huge damage to modern China, the Japanese govern-

ment chose an extremely careful wording, only limited to “deep introspection”, yet

without guilty conscience. After the Chinese government exempted Japan from its war

indemnity and other responsibilities, due to China’s joining in the Socialist camp, the

Japanese government and people got more sufficient political and ideological reasons to

avoid the war responsibilities. In the negotiations on the normalization of Sino-

Japanese diplomatic ties, China’s policy makers were deficient in the experience and art

meeting the code of conduct of the modern world: on the one hand, China accepted

Japan’s “deep introspection”—an understated expression—in the “Sino-Japanese Joint

Statement”, and exempted Japan from its war indemnity and other responsibilities as

well; on the other hand, they repeatedly mentioned this part of Japan’s history in

mutual communications and tried to acquire a psychological advantage by taking this

part of history as an argument. As a result, some Japanese people got the cause for

gossip against China: now that the Chinese government then accepted that expression

in the formal statement, why it now criticizes Japan for not apologizing? The most vital

careless omission is that, in 1972 when China and Japan established diplomatic rela-

tions, these important decisions were not formed within a large range, and they were

not made out of the wishes of the public. Therefore, there was a sizable gap between

the governmental behaviors and the public requirements and mentality.

When talking about people’s mentality, someone may question why mentality is of so

important significance? In fact, significant historical events and major behaviors

between countries are directly related to people’s mentality; in the period when various

social problems, contradictions and conflicts emerge simultaneously, or in the period of

turmoil and crisis, mentality is even a main force contributing to the occurrence of

great unexpected events. There is no need to mention the relationship between people’s

mentality in the first three decades of the 20th century in Germany and the political

tendency of Germany, so do the function of people’s mentality of Germany along with

the changes in the relationship with its neighboring countries, and the cognition for

this situation of M. K. E. Weber (1864-1920) and his warning of patience upon German

people.6 What’s more, modern democracy and corresponding systems are a shell cover-

ing on the mentality of people. The hardness of this shell rests with various factors, but

people’s mentality is somehow a kind of decisive factor. Even in Europe and America,

there always lurks and unconsciously exits people’s true mentality; once activated by

the trend of the times, it will be embodied in and reflected as some political powers

and forces. In 2014, the victory of France’s far-right party, National Front, suggests that,

the shell of liberal democracy is not hard as people think. Therefore, we need to think

about how the shell could be maintained in a reasonable and positive way when we

highly appreciate Japan’s liberal democratic systems.

Korean people maintain a very complex mentality both for China and Japan. Traditional

Chinese culture had ever had great influence on Korean (North Korean) culture, but in
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the history of more than two thousand years, China had even launched wars against and

taken control over Korea, treating Korea as its vassal state for a long time. Japan also con-

trolled, invaded and annexed Korea for a long time in modern times. Korea’s success in

modernization and economy shows the great creativity of Korean people; in particular, its

economic takeoff ahead of mainland China, as well as its sound social order and people’s

positive image in the world, make Korean people have an unique sense of pride by com-

parison with its past. Another complex mentality of modern Korean people is developed

as a result of Korea’s subordinate status and suffering from invasion and colonization in

the history, and the combination of the past backwardness and today’s achievements. This

is obvious as their impression for China and Japan is less favorable than European coun-

tries. There are several big Korean communities in Beijing and Qingdao, but cannot fun-

damentally change Korean people’s mentality for China. Korean people’s mentality for

Japan is of the same situation. The ratio of Korean people who think that Japan’s apology

for its war of aggression is not enough is higher than that of Chinese people.7
Europe, EU and China
Dualism of Europe’s image

Europe and other western countries are always an important force in the modern tran-

sition of East Asian and even the whole Asia, even acts as a decisive force in a long

period. The discussion about the future of East Asia naturally covers its relationship

with Europe and other western countries. This paper focuses on Europe, especially the

reference significance and model effects of the EU for East Asia.

Europe and the so-called general West concept at least have a dual meaning in eyes

of Chinese people; further study should be made to confirm if this situation also applies

in Japan and Korea.

Simply for the purpose of benefits, the UK and other European countries broke

through the closed-door China. When they invaded, looted and divided China, they for-

cibly involved China into the process of modernization and made China enter the

West-centric world system. Up to now, this kind of historical fact and memory is still

an important background for Chinese people to observe and understand the western

world, and also a perspective usually selected and even definitely a method. It is par-

ticularly important that the western world has not yet completely abandoned their

dual-standard code of conduct so far. This will surely deepen the above historical mem-

ory that usually in combination with the historical memory concerning Japan’s aggres-

sion against China, forming a West concept in political and geological aspects. Even

though there is such a background in Japan and Korea, certainly, it is more likely to

fade away.

After the Second World War, the establishment and expansion of the EU set up a

new and good example in Europe, i.e., the countries after a thousand years of warfare

and with hostility against each other reached the cooperation intention and then uni-

fied to form a new political community, which brought in the overall progress of

Europe in terms of politics, economy and society, and provided the experience and ex-

ample for cooperation between the countries with complicated history and hostility to

each other within the same region.

Sketch Map of EU Member Countries.
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Experience of the EU

The experience of the EU is of multiple significances for the future development and

cooperation of East Asia.

1) The progress of the EU, after the Second World War, started under the

preconditions that the UK, the US, France and other countries occupied and

completely transformed Germany and that Germany assumed all the moral and

material responsibilities of the war. This kind of transformation provided a common

foundation for the connections in politics, economy, society and other fields

between countries, including the relaxation and easing of the people’s opposing and

hostile mentality. The precondition for establishing the Coal and Steel Community

not just contained the commonality of political systems (i.e. implementation of

liberal democratic systems), but also contained the mental tenderness and

forgiveness between different people.

2) After the Second World War, although the US naturally became the leader of

Western Europe and the whole western world, Europe was still the starting point

and birthplace for modern civilization. In the eyes of the Western European people,

the US’s civilization was no more than their expanded civilization in another region,

at most a new territory of the same civilization system. The US people also believed

they belonged to the European civilization. Even if just within Europe, the founding

countries of the EU actually had high sense of identity for their own civilization. As

for this area, there was such an important mentality atmosphere: people of the

Western European countries did not believe there were better civilization systems

other than their own civilization, and they also did not believe there were more

rational or advanced systems other than their own systems, regardless of the

systematic differences between different countries. Such consciousness assured their

autonomy and self-confidence in their civilization, systems and other fields. The

politics, national relations and military affairs of Western Europe were under the

control of the US in a quite long period, but this only related to the leadership of

politics and military affairs, rather than relating to the relationship between different

civilizations and the political system difference between different countries as well.

3) The EU was initiated from those countries that had close ties. The so-called “close”

contained complex contents—long-term hostility and conquest, common history,

culture and religion, especially economic complementarity. Cooperation in economy

was the motive power of Europe.

4) The member countries of the EU, especially its founding countries, always adopted

and adhered to a dual standard politics, society, economy and culture among

others. They implemented a set of principles and standards within their own

countries and communities, while implementing another one within their colonies

or the countries adopting different politics, region, culture, economy, etc. No doubt,

they carried forward the inherited traditions, yet embracing change and progress in

specific content and means. When people consider the experience and example

effects of the EU from the standpoint of other than the EU, the function and

significance of this factor will be remarkable. The dual standard, on the one hand, is

definitely a discrimination against the countries other than the union, but it

effectively enhances the cohesion and sense of identity within the EU members.
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Turkey still not has been accepted by the EU yet, serving as an importance

reference for observing the existence and strength of the dual standard. Similarly,

Croatia and Slovenia, which were split from former Yugoslavia, have joined the EU,

while Bosnia and Herzegovina, whose population is mainly Bosniak (i.e. the Muslim

of former Yugoslavia) and Serbia, still not be accepted by the EU up to now.8

5) Democratic country is a political community appeared in modern times in Europe.

The Western European countries and their national boundaries were preliminarily

set up in modern and contemporary times by means of trade, religion, revolution

and war, etc., generally formed at the end of the Second World War, and finally

determined by the end of the 20th century. Comparing with Europe, East Asia,

especially China, is an extremely precocious modern country, though its various

forms are not yet fully developed comparing with the modern western countries

which have surpassed it. Therefore, the boundaries of each country in East Asia

were explicit for near one thousand years, which was quite different from the

history of Europe. Before the Second World War, rise and decline of the political

communities like “country” was a frequent phenomenon, which may probably

happen even if till today. After more than two thousand years of rise and fall, the

territories and boundaries of the European countries were generally determined.

The core countries of the EU, i.e., the major countries of Europe, unconsciously

shaped themselves as democratic countries through the last war, thus reaching a

coincidence in systems. Such a coincidence, at least in nowadays, is the primary

condition to ensure boundary and relationship stability for the European countries,

and serves as the basic condition that makes the boundaries less and less

important—this point is of great significance of enlightenment for the East Asian

countries.

6) The EU has set up common values for all tis member countries, so did the

internally consistent basic legal systems and other principles, which lay a

foundation for peaceful development. However, this does not suggest there is only

cooperation, but no competition between the EU countries. As a matter of fact, the

EU countries differ from each other in economy, culture and society among others.

They even have tremendous competition in these aspects. Such completion is

embodied between the EU member countries, as well as between the various trends

of thought and political forces within the EU—the election results of the EU

Parliament in 2014 suggest such a reality.
East Asia, Europe and modern international relations

The basic principles and theories of modern international relations are gradually drawn

up by western people according to the long-term relationship evolution between the

western countries, though with a centuries-old history, yet mainly serving for the rela-

tions between the European and Western countries and always behaving awkwardly

when they are used in the relations between the East Asian countries and the European

countries. In fact, they are always inadaptable to the relations between the countries in

other regions of the world, and in the modern academic field fairly lacks of the theory

framework and elaboration means for the history of East Asia and the relations

between its nations in the history. The theories on modern international relations may
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apply to the relations between the East Asian countries, but they inevitably involve the

historical problems. The conflicts between the East Asian countries are mainly left over

by the history, but such problems are beyond the reach of the theories of modern inter-

national relations.

Therefore, the future of East Asia, no matter in which direction—is to gradually

achieve the integration of politics via the integration of economy and even establish the

East Asian Community; to stay as it is or go in exactly the opposite direction, i.e.,

establishment of different communities with the countries outside of East Asian coun-

tries and appearance of different and even opposing communities in East Asia; or to

come with the situation of a community coupled with isolated countries—will serve as

a process for constructing the new patters and theories of international relations. From

this point of view, theoretic research and practical exploration have the same

significance.

The ancient East Asia had its own unique community—“tribute system”, wherein

China held a central position in a long period of time and no other central position

appeared even though China lost its own, but there were definitely some other coun-

tries which intended to take over the central position. Under this system, all the mem-

ber countries of East Asia accepted Confucianism and become the core members.

From this point of view, Confucian culture is overlapped with the “tribute system”, but

the “tribute system” is far beyond the circle of Confucian culture. The “tribute system”

also suggests a class relationship, so that other countries outside of China still don’t like

to mention this relationship so far—this can be naturally understood, but it also

suggests that such a historical relationship is not totally positive in the eyes of the East

Asian people. As a historical memory, it definitely owns the potential for playing an

important role, yet it lurks in a compound mentality in the contemporary world, rather

than automatically playing its own role.

The EU, or the imaginary North American alliance, along with the communities in

other areas, bring in a lot of challenges and problems East Asia now and in the future.

For instance, if there is still the affinity or even the basis of affinity between the East

Asian countries at the present times? Whether East Asia should stay as it is when other

areas in the world undergo regional cooperation and alignment? That is to say, they

keep at a distance from each other in the fields like politics, society and mentality, but

they depend upon each other in economy and subtly affect each other in culture

through folk channels. However, the direction is usually from liberal democratic coun-

tries to illiberal democratic countries. According to the development tendency of the

modern world, if in the absence of integration, the East Asian countries will finally join

in other alliances or communities. In other words, East Asia might become a divided

region. Besides, no single country in East Asia can creatively demonstrate its ability of

autonomy, and it’s hard for them to give their creative influences into play in construct-

ing and improving the present and future world order and system. In this context, all

the East Asian countries boast the possibility of becoming part of the western

civilization from a long run.

Therefore, alignment of the European countries is not merely the pure renaissance

and continuation of the traditional European unity concept and practice, while it is

more likely a choice made along with the multi-polarization out of the alignment of

today’s world—for those participant countries, this is a optimal combination which can
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directly contribute to the positive future development of the EU countries in terms of

politics, economy and culture among others; while this kind of future development

cannot be achieved by a single country. Apart from other reasons, the EU is becoming

a powerful center which will attract more and more countries. The continuation of this

situation to this day gives rise to such a fact–or becoming a member of the EU, or

becoming an inferior lonely country discriminated and restrained in all aspects. After

the Second World War, the core countries of Western Europe finally realized that the

war cannot solve the core problems and conflicts between them. Nevertheless, this

does not mean they have abandoned using force for other countries outside of align-

ment. In a period not more than 30 years between the 20th and 21st centuries, they

waged several large-scale wars in the world (including in Europe), split several coun-

tries and incorporated them into their own alliance. In the foreseeable future, the EU

will expand its territory to other places outside of Europe. Supposing this is put into

effect, the history will be refreshed rather than coming to an end or becoming a simple

repetition.

Another point is also worth mentioning: western civilization is still mighty in modern

times; although it features various other uncertainties, the westernization of the whole

world is still a powerful trend. Here we have a significant problem that concerns

human’s future and mode of survival, i.e., whether human civilization should maintain

its diversification or move towards simplification. Now, amongst all other regions, only

the East Asian Countries are most likely to create a new type of civilization for

mankind, for they embrace various historical, potential and realistic conditions, which

will make people live in a world of multiple choices and enable them to choose differ-

ent civilizations, cultures and lifestyles. Of course, people can imagine a prospect that

western civilization splits again in different forms and diversifies due to multicenter in

the future development, but this is not covered in this study.

Significance for composition of “East Asia”
In the various doctrines and theories for the formation of the modern world, one point

is fairly clear and undeniable: modern countries and their mutual relations are estab-

lished by people consciously and spontaneously; this feature is more distinct if more

close to today. It is of great methodology and practical significance for us to realize this

point of view. The opposing point of view is that: all the orders of human society are

spontaneously formed and people can’t, taken as a whole, design and implement a set

of orders for a country or society (let alone the super communities like the EU),

because the orders of human society are too complicated. This point of view is pretty

convincing under this precondition: as for the construction of all new systems, espe-

cially that of political communities, the political entities, such as the overall framework

of the political communities of the US and the EU, the federal system and partite polit-

ical system of the US and the capability mechanism of the EU, are newly established,

but this does not hinder the factors and basic structures or the components and local

structures of the basic principles therein, let alone the systems drawing existing

details—though they are also adjusted in accordance with the basic principles. Hence,

the “theory of spontaneous generation of human nature”, as a whole, is hardly to find a

footing. Therefore, the future of East Asia could not place hope on just spontaneous

generation and development of the situation, but should rely on the self-consciousness
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and autonomous efforts of the people and politicians in the East Asian countries.

EU and other various organizations within the East Asia region, not only provide

rich experience, but also offer a variety of possible ways and means for the solidar-

ity of the East Asian countries. The solidarity of East Asia in the future, or pos-

sibly integration and even establishment of alliances, depends on people’s active

and conscientious construction. The future trend and selection of East Asia, at all

events, fundamentally depend on how to select and decide by the core countries of

East Asia. As they are still faced with many great difficulties till today and it now

seems hardly for them to get out of the trouble: there are still great differences

and conflicts in political systems between the core countries; some countries are

still at the status of division, including the risk of internal conflicts. Consequently,

the following points should be clarified.

1) A bran-new international relationship is essential: the cooperation between or inte-

gration of the countries which originally had lots of similar cultures and now have

different political systems, beyond doubt, require updated theoretical means and

practical methods.

2) The integration or communalization of East Asia should be based on the

autonomous requirements of the East Asian people and take such requirements as

a driving force. It doesn’t serve for pure economic benefits, while is required to get

consensus in basic concepts and bear the mission of human civilization. In

principle, framework, form and other aspects, it definitely includes something same

or similar to the EU (such as the principles of human rights and rule of law,

necessary and separate authorities); but in many other aspects, it still has great

difference with the EU.

3) The East Asian Community will become the most important civilization circle in

the world, constituting major systems of the modern world together with the

systems of the EU and the US and other possible systems or communities, and in

the meantime, forming a civilization area with distinct features. In addition, it bears

the responsibility of creatively developing the diversified civilizations of mankind.

4) The integration of East Asia and establishment of a community between different

countries is bound to require significant innovation in the nature and form of each

country. Such integration and communalization will bring about a certain new

framework or structure. One point should be noted that innovation should be a

development process towards such a structure, as well as a gradual formation

process of new structures via exploration and adjustment. The basic motivation for

the integration and communalization of East Asia is bound to be from economy9,

while the motivation of economic cooperation—including people’s

exchanges—when entering a certain phase, will inevitably lead to great reforms in

political systems and adjustment of people’s mentality. The conflicts between

political systems and mental contradictions of people will inevitably hinder the

effective running of economic motive force. People cannot imagine the exact order

of the reforms and adjustment, but it is necessary for them to reach a consensus

about the most basic concepts, principles and historical problems. However, such

consistency is just the periodical result of the whole integration process, neither its

precondition nor its final target.
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5) The significance for the integration of East Asia and its autonomy rests with: in the

principles of human rights and rule of law and on the basis of equality and

consultation between different countries, to fully and independently face up with

the history, historical ties and cultural heritage for the common responsibilities and

obligations that need to and should be undertaken now and in the future.

Nevertheless, the cooperation between the East Asian countries still contains

competition in economy, culture and other spiritual fields—this is an important

way for stimulating the creativity of the East Asian people, just like the situation in

other places in the world.

6) Such integration or communalization is not to eliminate the characteristics of the

civilizations of each country, but to maximally guarantee the characteristics.

Compared to the European civilization, traditional civilizations of East Asia have

greater consistency, but they had tremendous difference in concepts, systems,

implements, buildings, aesthetics and other aspects. In modern times, these

characteristics become more distinct because each East Asian country develops in

its unique ways, especially due to the influence of contacts with different

international systems. In the development process of the world, only the regional

community that shares certain cultural characteristics and maintains a certain scale

can ensure the unique development of its civilizations with historical continuity.

The huge impact suffered by Germany today in academic sector and its trend of

marginalization is the best proof.

Someone may question: now that we need to maintain the civilizations characteristics

of each country, why we need integration and communalization? The answer can be

varied. Only one point is emphasized here: the modern world is in an era of common

alignment. Indeed, human society had alliances since the ancient times, and common

alignment becomes a major characteristic of today’s international relationship and

world order. Modern alignment, different from that of the past, tends to communaliza-

tion; its basic principles are the uniform three public-interest principles of Kant.10

“Nonalignment” is an outdated practice. Regional combinations and organizations in a

larger range make the whole world left of few nonaligned countries. Nonalignment was

probably a means for weak countries to protect themselves, but now, the countries

upholding “isolationism”, on the contrary, lack of protection—may either be smartly

independent or sadly declined. Therefore, alignment of the East Asian countries is

necessary for the majority of countries, and the key is who to align with? And how?

Since integration or communalization resorts to composition, let us talk about the

reasons for composing or not composing integration or communalization and find out

if the reasons are sufficient for composition or not.

First of all, the positive reasons: (1) naturally and primarily, the bordering in geog-

raphy, without of which integration or communalization is just a topic hard to speak

of; (2) the close relationship in history and the ever common civilizations, or the

commonality of civilizations; (3) the existing certain common civilization legacies, some

similar social structures and concept structures; (4) the close economic ties between

different countries and the trend of integration; (5) the ever-increasing exchanges

between people of different countries; (6) the close correlation of the East Asian envir-

onmental conditions; (7) the trend for enhancement of regional combinations in
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politics, economy, and society in the world. These seven points are sound reasons,

wherein the 4th and 5th points are natural trends which will become intense if without

human intervention.

Secondly, the negative reasons: (1) the differences of political system and ideology,

especially the peculiarity of China’s political system and ideology; (2) the historical pro-

blems—they are big obstacles as far as mentality is concerned, as historical memories

are hard to vanish; (3) the distrust and hatred between people; (4) the differences in

country scale; (5) the incomplete unification between China and Korea (North Korea);

(6) China or Japan respectively maintains a better relationship with the Southeast Asian

countries. In these six points, the 1st one is the foremost obstacle that is most difficult

to overcome and regarded as a dangerous road. The 2nd one lasts for a longer period

and is more difficult to overcome, but people’s emotions can be calmed downed via

political and social adjustments. The 3rd one, though suggesting the important manner,

collides with the close exchanges between people. What is the mainstream? The 4th

one is a situation that the EU does not encounter yet (though the EU contains coun-

tries of different sizes, but its core countries are similar in size); it is easy to rise up and

become a big obstacle. As for the 5th one, people may even consider that the integra-

tion and communalization of East Asia serves as a sound means for the solution of

national division.

Undoubtedly, the analysis here concerning the positive and negative reasons is just a

preliminary and brief discussion. Such theoretical analysis is only to point out the

contrast between positive and negative forces for the integration and communalization

of East Asia. Further theoretical study should be made to analyze the possible and

changeable models of various factors and reasons. In reality, however, the growth and

decline of these factors depends both on the activities of people and the judgment and

decisions of politicians. Here, it is unable to thoughtfully figure out how various factors

evolve in the realistic national and international politics, and in which direction they

evolve; similarly, it is unable to thoughtfully figure out, in a long run, what factors play

the dominating and decisive roles. To be specific, it is unable to figure out if the posi-

tive reasons prevail over the negative ones. To carry out corresponding predictions,

comprehensive and in-depth research should be made.

Two viewpoints in The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order of S.

P. Huntington (1927-2008) can well help us understand and analyze the composition of

the integration and communalization of East Asia. The first viewpoint “core countries”

was mentioned when he discussed the structure of civilization.11 Huntington consid-

ered that core countries in the same civilization circle were the sources for the internal

order within the region12, and they had the ability to work with the countries with

similar cultures to reject the countries with different cultures13, and they also had the

legitimacy to maintain and intensify orders and even to take the lead in the same

civilization circle.14 This theory of Huntington, which was made from a perspective of

long period and international area, well explained the facts of world sphere of influence

and order for that time and present. However, when various factors are incorporated,

the universal significance of core countries calls for investigation in various actual

relations, rather than being generally valid.

In the history of East Asia, China was definitely a core country.15 No matter how

macroscopic the theoretical framework of the tribute system is and how its discrepancy
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is in detail and specific relations, China as the core country is one of the keys for

explaining the relations between the countries in this region—the negative evaluation

upon the role of China in the history of East Asia, reversely, indicates at least there was

such a fact. Undoubtedly, the core countries were bound to disappear in the history.

Geological vicinity is not a condition for core countries, because the contemporary

society changes rapidly, globalized communications become more and more close, and

integration and communalization keeps expanding. Nowadays, East Asia is in the

absence of core countries due to great differences in political systems and serious con-

flicts in ideology. Although China implements the socialist system, the Chinese govern-

ment refuses universal values, constitutionalism and civil society, so that China cannot

reach a consensus with Japan, Korea and other East Asian countries—though consider-

able consensus has been reached in liberal economy, free trade and other specific

aspects. The role of core countries in a civilization circle, especially their legitimacy in

establishing and maintaining orders, is stemmed from the common history on the

premise of basic principles, and the similarity of some major factors in culture, social

structure and concept structure, and so forth. Therefore, even though with the similar-

ity of culture, social structure and concept structure, the role of core countries still can-

not be played in the absence of the consensus in basic principles. East Asia’s history in

the past decades clearly demonstrates this point. Japan implemented liberal democratic

systems after the Second World War and made great achievements in economy within

a certain period to become the worlds’ second largest economy, which boasted vital

influences for the economy of East Asia. However, Japan never played the role of core

countries in the history—though it tried to do so in modern times through colonization

and aggression—hence there was no historical basis and legitimacy along with Japan’s

failure in assuming convincible moral obligations for the war and destruction; mean-

while, Japan always align with the US and becomes a member under the leadership of

the US, so it lacks of the independent position. Therefore, Japan cannot become a core

country.

No doubt, East Asia lacks of core countries—many facts support this point of view.

Yet, the basic concepts and principles of core countries must be accepted by other

countries. Here is the analysis by three levels and in time periods.

1) In the era of the so-called “tribute”, or the era of one mighty China, the core values

of Chinese society were generally accepted by the East Asian countries, especially

North Korea and Japan who spontaneously introduced Confucianism and the other

political concepts, though in different time periods. However, political system and

social structure differed from each other to a large extent in many aspects.

2) At the beginning of the 20th century, along with the overwhelming intervention of

the Soviet Union, China was introduced with the Soviet socialist system and its univer-

sal values—communism. After the failure of the trial implementation in China for near

30 years, it came the policy changes of Chinese society. However, the earliest frustration

was that the Soviet Union cannot incorporate China into its Socialist camp. Since the

1980s, Chinese society carried out the reform and opening-up policy, and the purpose

for doing so was to gradually accept the universal values and principles of liberal econ-

omy and free trade. This policy, though difficult in implementation, made China break

away from the closed system and go back to the world system, and of course, also

return the civilization circle of East Asia—it is only a limited return as a matter of fact.
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No matter consciously or not, autonomously or passively, the economic system of

China, as a whole, tended to execute the mainstream liberal economic principles of

the contemporary world and establish corresponding optimal systems. After 15 years

of strenuous efforts, the Chinese government made China access to the WTO. The

purpose was to abide by the orders of liberal economy and free trade and share

the benefits brought by the orders. The entry of China into the WTO is an indis-

pensible condition for China to have comprehensive and in-depth economic co-

operation and other kinds of cooperation with other countries in the world and

also the only way for China to achieve huge economic progress. Nevertheless, the

modern liberal economic system not is generally and basically a single economic

system; it is also a political system, legal system and social system—namely, a com-

pound system. Where political principles go against economic principles, the liberal

economic system is bound to be incomplete and accompanied with a lot of vulner-

abilities. For China, the separation of political principles and economic principles

will result in that: internally, the power of liberal economy cannot be fully exerted,

so did the potential of traditional Chinese spirits; externally, the contradictions and

conflicts with the main countries which carry out liberal economic systems will be

inevitably a continuous status, less alone participation in the operation and estab-

lishment of the world system in an active and effective way and endurance in the

face of material risk and high cost.

In fact, in respects of the world order today and its composition and the basic princi-

ples, China still remains at a marginal position, which makes China beyond recovery of

its position of core country. However, things are similar for other Easter Asian coun-

tries. In the absence of core countries, the East Asian countries, in facing of the align-

ment era of the modern world, are bound to take the countries of other regions as core

countries (at least as core powers). The split-off of East Asia, meanwhile, means the

constraints, conflicts, and consumption between the East Asian countries—or precisely

speaking, the situation for their own business will sustain. Therefore, East Asia, as a

whole, exists the lonely countries, such as China, Japan, Korea, North Korea, and

Mongolia, as well as the lonely regions like Taiwan of China. Such an isolated condition

only contributes to the mighty political, economic and other alliances of the powers

outside of the region, no matter from what perspective.

3) Today, many Chinese people try to find out a concept system other than the

classical core concepts of Marxism and liberalism, in a way to contend against the

universal values such as liberty, democracy, constitutionalism and rule of law, or to

at least replace them, However, they are confronted with the great difficulty: a con-

cept system, no matter in which type or established in which form, should firstly

resort to the free choice of the public and then conform to the principles of liberal

economy 16. Nowadays, quite a number of Chinese scholars try to fetch resources

from Confucianism. It is no doubt an approach, yet is faced with the choice of the

public. A historical phenomenon is reproduced no matter for Confucianism or

resurgence of the “classics”—restoration of adjustability. After a tremendous revolu-

tion which wipes out traditional concept systems and social structures, it will take

decades or even hundreds of years for the destroyed, prohibited and demolished

basic social concepts, systems and structures to gradually recover—indeed, it is a

renaissance of an updated pattern which features different degrees in restoration in
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different countries and times. The saying of Confucius (551 BC-479 BC) “renais-

sance of the annihilated empires, inheritance of the extinct noble families and pro-

motion of the unattended talents” contains the same meaning, so that we can also

understand from this perspective.

Here, one point should be noted that any opportunistic thoughts won’t help form

basic concepts and universal principles—if some concepts and principles apply to

all Chinese people, they are impossible to fundamentally collide with the main-

stream basic concepts of the world. Apart from the specific national identity, inter-

personal relation, lifestyle and language, etc., their core factors should also apply to

all other people. There are rather modern factors in Confucianism, especially in

traditional Chinese political thoughts and systems—China is a precocious modern

country in this sense, so that it inevitably has some appropriate modern factors,

but the key is how to understand, study and judge the traditions of China. On the

contrary, implementation of such factors as liberty, democracy and rule of law and

embodiment of the principles and systems of these concepts will definitely

reinforce Chinese people’s national identity and even rational recognition; this kind

of recognition is conductive to the consensus in basic principles between China

and the East Asian countries.

Another viewpoint of Huntington is “international organizations”: the inter-

national organizations established on the basis of the cultural commonality between

different countries, such as the EU which is far more successful than other inter-

national organizations that attempt to surmount culture.17 In fact, classical exam-

ples in regard to Huntington’s civilization circle and core country theories are

precisely the Chinese civilization circle and the European alignment. The integra-

tion and communalization of East Asia is conceptually not only a design of mod-

ern people, as it also existed in the imagination of ancient people. For example,

the “heaven” concept in Confucianism firstly contains East Asia, and of course,

Vietnam. The so-called “tribute system” is just an embodiment of this concept. In

this sense, this viewpoint of Huntington is not original with regard to the historical

origin of concepts and political practices, but it are unique in the numerous and

complicated contemporary international relations and world situations.

To further comprehend this viewpoint, we need to tell hostility from strangeness

when we get to understand the East Asian relationship. Though there’s no hostile emo-

tion or mentality between the countries far from each other, they lack of the common-

ality in culture. In the history of the world, it was a common phenomenon for the

countries and regions with common cultures to be hostile to and in warfare with each

other—or arising from old resentments (including the differences in sphere of influ-

ence, territorial entitlement, religious faction and ideology), such as those between

Athens and Sparta, the UK and France, Germany and France; or arising from the coun-

tries and regions with close relationship, such as West Germany and East Germany,

Korea and North Korea, Mainland China and Taiwan. This kind of hostility (opposition

or split-up) is out of complicated reasons and may behave in a fierce and brutal way,

but it is easy to compromise once few fundamental factors are eliminated, such as the

unification of West Germany and East Germany. Though this phenomenon is not

explained in the paper, it is a key point for understanding the relationship between the

East Asian countries.
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Methods concerning the research of East Asia
There are many influential theories for us to study the relationship between various

political communities or countries in the history of the world, such as the “Toynbee

Theory” which describes by civilization unit the history of the world and the rise and

fall of civilizations, the “Wallerstein Theory” which explains the relationship between

civilizations and countries by means of world systems, and the “Annales School” which

studies civilizations and histories by combining society, economy and culture as a

whole. Although these theories provide the patterns and theoretical means for under-

standing the past, now and future of East Asia, and are valid and quite instructive in a

certain range, but they cannot completely address the real problem. Due to the depend-

ence of historical theories upon historical reality, all these western theories cannot

explain in a clearly and persuasive way the cause of formation of the self-contained East

Asia in the world history and its fundamental relationship with the political communi-

ties or countries in the European history.

With regard to historical relationship, the East Asian countries underwent very few

wars than the different European political communities and countries with frequent

wards throughout history—such as the Sino-Japanese War which caused tremendous

influence on the progress of social history and on the mentality of people, and the wars

between China and North Korea in the history. The East Asian countries did not ever

have religious wars, though the reasons for the conflicts between different countries

varied from each other at various times in history. China, as a precocious modern

country, established many mechanisms under the centralized bureaucratic system to

deal with the various conflicts against the surrounding political communities or coun-

tries, in a way to avoid violence; while the “tribute system” provided other major means

apart from warfare for solving conflicts in a long period.

The East Asian scholars made many studies for the “tribute system”, which, as an

ideal type or theoretical pattern, was firstly put forward by the US scholar John King

Fairbank. Later, many responses and criticisms, including the contributions of the East

Asian scholars, either modified this type or pointed out many of its vulnerabilities, yet

no effective alternative pattern was put forward. This involves the methods of multiple

levels: the primary and key point is that how to understand the phenomena that this

ideal type aims at on the basis of historical facts; secondly, to try to comprehensively

understand the correlation of various facts, one phenomenon can be and should be

studied and explained in many perspectives. As for these two points, though the

pattern of “tribute system” was put forward by modern people, the behaviors like

“assembly”, “alliance”, “pilgrimage”, “tribute” and “vassal” are existent in the Chinese

civilization and its activity circle since ancient times. This historical fact and its influ-

ence on the relationship between China and East Asia and the international relation-

ship as well can be studied from the perspectives of China or other countries; from the

relationship between political communities or countries, or from the perspectives of

politics, economy, military, concepts, diplomacy, etc. People may put forward other

ideal types or patterns to understand and explain these phenomena and put emphasis

on other levels. For instance, if it is the most economical choice for dealing with the re-

lationship between political communities or countries under the restriction of various

conditions in the ancient times. Besides, as for the systems and phenomena like

“pilgrimage”, “tribute” and “vassal”, we need to clarify the relationship between the
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thoughts, actions, motivations and actual results of the people involved, their experi-

ence causality in historical transition, and the judgment and assessment of modern

people, especially the viewpoints out of the western historical experience and modern

people’s experience—this is obviously not to deny its modern significance, while to well

clarify its modern significance.

It is inevitable for people to judge and assess the behaviors of ancient people with

modern concepts. However, acceptance or rejection of the historical events with the

judgment and assessment of modern people will hinder people to get objective and

appropriate knowledge, so that the judgers are required to have an open attitude.

Indeed, even a serious historian cannot completely avoid the selection of the events

involved for value judgment and the direction for narration, but objectivity and

convinced reliability are still the principles and targets for academic research. This

point is especially of necessary and realistic significance for understanding and cogni-

tion of the ancient and current relations of East Asia.

For example, the following commonalities can be usually found in the chapters nar-

rating the relations between countries in the historical works of the East Asia countries:

(1) take western calendar and history as the reference systems; what’s more, simply

adopt the theories of western ideology; (2) emphasize the suffering of their own coun-

tries or the countries with inheritance relationship, i.e., their history of invasion and

colonization, etc., while avoiding the facts of invasion or warfare by their own countries

or motherlands towards other countries, or just understating the facts; (3) emphasize

and criticize foreign invasions, while proud of the territory expansion of their own na-

tions or countries, which is harmful because they avoid and ignore historical events on

the excuse of the difficulties in conforming to the modern international standards and

meeting the realistic national interests in the actual historical writing; (4) avoid the con-

flicts in the history for the current national relations, so as not to hinder correct and

objective cognition for the history, which is harmful for understanding and positioning

the realistic national relations. The realistic national relations are formed by various

factors in the history and the multiple actions of modern people, so that they are not

caused and restricted by a certain factor.

Beyond doubt, the significance of methods is multiple here: the history of the East

Asian countries and their realistic social structures, economic forms, political systems,

social mentalities and mutual relations are studied from different perspectives and

levels, while various different contexts and clues are clarified, in a way to determine in

what aspects the East Asian countries can never obtain overlapping consensus, and in

what aspects they can find out this consensus or at least reach overlapping or crossed

consensus in some parts or aspects, hence forming a level of consensus.

Apart from theoretical pattern and historical explanation, as for human behavior and

the state behavior based thereupon, methods are of the significance as follows both in

theory and practice: exchanges and cooperation come first than consensus. In other

words, more common points will be reached though exchanges and cooperation, elim-

inating those differences that can be eliminated, including but not limited to the differ-

ences that can cause obstacles in respects of politics, laws, society, mentality, etc. In

fact, people definitely act in this way. From this point of view, it is valid for such a

principle that: actions always come first than theories. Hence, the willpower and deter-

mination for putting things into practice come first. In the evolution of human society,
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actions always come first than the plans and assumptions with some certainty in estab-

lishing the various relations of mankind, and there are no absolutely safe plans. There-

fore, all the validity of theories and methods is based on such action determination. In

this sense, the willpower and determination for putting things into practice are the

element methods for establishing the various relations of mankind. This is the reason

for why economic cooperation and personnel exchanges are basic and most feasible ap-

proaches for the future of East Asia. There are also contradictions and conflicts in this

field and process, but they are more realistic actions that benefit people by comparison

with political exchanges, and always the actions spontaneously in process, so that they

can easily break through conflicts and obstacles.18

The real alliance of East Asia start from economic and personnel exchanges and

cultural, political and legal exchanges and cooperation, through the unavoidable

approaches of politics and legality, finally to the form of integration and communaliza-

tion. Only this form is the positive prospect for the future of East Asia. When we

discuss the research and thinking methods concerning East Asia’s history and future on

this basis, we need to pay particular attention to the following two points which are

seemingly opposite yet actually supportive to each other: common concepts and princi-

ples and their particularity: when consensus is reached to the maximum extent, main-

tenance of social and culture particularity between different countries is the only way

out. Consensus is finally reflected in politics, and then in legality, while society and

other levels like culture always keep the nature of non-politics, retaining the free space

between laws.

It concerns the explanation theories for the differences between contemporary coun-

tries and even races. There are great differences in economics, society, culture develop-

ment and other aspects for different countries even in the EU. Under the common

basic concepts and liberal democratic systems of the EU countries, and under the com-

mon political, legal and economic frameworks and principles of the EU, how to under-

stand the existence and continuance of these differences? This needs to be explained

from the level of social behaviors of individuals—concept structures. Under the com-

mon political concepts and systems, and even under the common legal systems, social

concept structures, behavior modes and lifestyles of the people of different races are

different, while the unique social behaviors—concept structures of each race will not

only sustain for a long time, but also keep developing. People’s economic behaviors and

lifestyles, to a large extent, are dominated and affected by such a dual structure. Of

course, social behaviors—concept structures will change, but the process is rather slow.

Even if they are involved in huge social transitions like revolution, they can still

substantially recover in the new political system and other systems and environments;

however, such a structure contains multiple correlated factors, so that they will recover

in different directions, or different factors will be amplified, while some factors will be

restrained. For instance, the differences between the current economic conditions of

Germany and that of the other countries of the EU should be studied and explained

from the level of social behaviors—concept structures. Otherwise, such differences and

discrepancies will always be inexplicable.19

This consciousness of methodology is very helpful for us to understand and cognize

the cooperation of East Asia and its probable integration and communalization.

Although China, Japan, Korea and other countries have great differences in political
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systems and ideology, they still enjoy something quite common in social behaviors—-

concept structures. Hence, one preliminary conclusion can be drawn: the seemingly

huge political and ideological differences and the obstacles brought in thereof could be

rather superficial in fact, so that they can be easily changed; however, the social beha-

viors—concepts infiltrated in people’s daily lifestyles seem not so important, but they

are critical factors in the long-term evolution of society, and even play a decisive role.

We have to say that this is a fundamental point for us to understand the cooperation,

transition and prospects of East Asia, and for our confidence in the future integration

and communalization of East Asia as well.
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